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Abstract
We have embedded Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) in a feature structure based unification system. The
resulting system, Feature Structure based Tree Adjoining Grammars (FTAG), captures the principle of
factoring dependencies and recursion, fundamental to TAG's. We show that FTAG has an enhanced
descriptive capacity compared to TAG formalism. We consider some restricted versions of this system
and some possible linguistic stipulations that can be made. We briefly describe a calculus to represent
the structures used by this system, extending on the work of Rounds, and Kasper [Rounds et al. 1986,
Kasper et al. 1986)involving the logical formulation of feature structures.
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Abstract We have embedded 'Pree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) in a baLure structure based unification system. The resulting system, Feature
Structure based Tree Adjoining Grammars (FTAG), captures the principle of factoring dependencies and recursion, fundamental to TAG'S. We
show that FTAG has an enhanced descriptive capacity compared to TAG
formalism. \Ve consider some restricted versions of this system and some
possible linguistic stipulations that can be made. We briefly describe a
cdculus to represent the structures used by this system, extending on
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the work of Rounds, and Kasper [Rounds et d. 1986, Kasper et d. 1986)
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Figure 1: Initid lk-

involving the logical formulation of feature structures.

Introduction

1

Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) were first introduced by Jwhi, Levy,

WH

and Takahashi [Joshi et al. 1975). The first study of this system, from
the point of view of its formal properties and linguistic applicability, was
liinguiatic andyees; s detailed study of the linguistic relevsnce
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carried out by Joahi in [Joshi 19851. TAG's have been used in providing
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by Kroch and Jmhi in fKroch et d. 1985).

In this paper, we show how TAC's urn be embedded in a feature struc-

Figure 2: Auxiliary T r e e
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ture based framework. Feature structure based 'Pree Adjoining Grammars
(FTAG) are introduced in Section 2, and is Mowed by a cornparsion of

We will now define the operation of adjunction. Let y be a tree with

the descriptive capacity of FTAC and TAG. A restricted version of FTAG
is pmpoeed and some possible linguistic stipulations are considered. In

a node labelled by X. Let B be an auxiliary tree, whose root and foot

Section 3, we introduce a cdculus, which is an extension of the logical

node are d s o labelled by X. Then. d j o i n i g 0 at the node labelled by
X in 7' will result in the tree illustrated in Figure 3. In Figure 3, we also

cdculus of Rounds and Kssper [Rounds et d. 1986, K ~ p e et
r d. 19661

S

allowing A-abstraction and application, in order to describe the structure
used in FTAG's. Finally, in Section 4, we mmmarize the work prarnted
in this paper.

Introduction to Tree Adjoining Grammars

1.1

Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG), unlike other gammatical system used
in computational linguistics, is a tree rewriting system. Unlike the string
rewriting formalism which writes recursion into the rules that generate
the phrase structure, a TAG factors recursion and dependencies into a
finite set of elementary trees. The elementary trees in a TAG comspond
t o minimal linguistic structured that i o d i z e the dependencies auch as
agr-nt,,subcategoriz&ion,

and filler-gap. There are tm kinds of el-
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ementary t m a : the initial incr and a m ' l i a ~trees. The initial t m s
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roughly (Figure 1) correspond to simpk sentences. Thus, the root of an

DET

initial tree ia labelled by the symbol S. They sn requind to have a
frontier made up of terminals.
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The auxiliary trees (Figure 2) comspond roughly to minimal recursive constructions. Thus, if the root of an auxiliary t n q is labelled by a
nontermind symbol, X, then there is a node (called the foot node) in the
frontier of thia tree which is labelled by X. The rest of the nodes in the

Figure 3: The operation of adjoining

frontier are labelled by termind symbols.

show the result of adjoining the auxiliary tree
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of the initial tree 01.
So far, the only restriction we have placed on the set of auxiliary trees
that can be adjoined at a node is that the label of the node must be the

714

at the subject NP node

m e as the label of the root (and the foot) node of the auxiliary tree.

associated with the elementary trees, we can 8

Further restriction on this set of auxiliary trees is done by enumerating

the dependent nodes directly. Hence, in an iditid tree corresponding to

with each node the subset of auxiliary trees which can be adjoined at that

a simple sentence, we can state that the main verb and the subject NP

t h

the constraints among

node. This specification of a set of auxiliary trees, which can be adjoined

(which ace part of the same initid tree) share the agreement featun.

at a node, is called the Selective Adjoinsng (SA) constraints. In the , w e

Thua, such checking, in many casea, can be precompiled (of c o m e only

where we specify the empty set, we say that the node has a Null Adjoining
(NA) constraints. It is pceaible to insist that adjunctioo is mhndatory at

after lexical innertion) and need not be done dynamically.

a node. In such a case, we say that the node has an Obligafory Adjoining

2.1

(OA) constraint.

In unification grammars, a feature atructun is associated with a node

A more detailed description of TAG'S and .heir linguistic relevance
may be found in [Kroch et d. 19851.

features of other nodm in the derivation tree. In a TAG, any node in an

1.2 Feature Structure Based Grammatical Systems

elementary tree is related to the other nodea in that tree in two ways.

General Schema

in a derivation tree in order to describe that node and ita realtion to

Feature structures written in FTAG wing the standard matrix notation,
Several diierent approaches to natwal larryage gramman have developed the notion of feature struct-.ms t o dcacribe linguistic objects. In
order to capture certain linguist^ phenomena such as agreement, subcat.

deseribiig a node, q , can be made on the basis of:
1. the relation of q to its supertree, i.e., the view of the node from the

top. Let m d this feature structure as 1,.

egorization, etc., a number of recent grMunaticd system have added,
on top of a CFG skeleton, a feature b

d informationd ekment. Ex-

2. the relation to its descendantr, i.e., the view from below. This

ample of such system (see [Shieber 1985al) include Generdiaed Phrase

feature structure is cdled b,.

(GPSG), Lexical functional Gramman (LFG), and
Structure Gra-n
Head-driven Phr-+se Structure Grammars (HPSG). A feature structure

Note that both the t, and 6, feature structure hold of the node q . In

(as given below) is agentially a set of attributcvdue pain when vduea

a derivation tree of a CFG based unification syatem, we associate one

may be atomic aymbola or another feature structure.

feature structure with a node (the unification of these two structurea)
since both the statements, t and 6 , together hdd for the node, and no
further nodea are introduced between the node's supertree and subtree.

Thii property is not true in a TAG. On adjunction, at a node there is

agr :

cat

no longer a single node; rather an auxiliary tree replaces the node. We

VP

:

believe that thin approach of aslociating two statements with a node in
subjed

L

.

The notation of the c-indexing box (nin this example) is used t o express the fact that the values of two subfeatures are the same. Feature
structures with c-indexing boxes have d m been called mcntmnt feature

node and must be considered as -thing

that has to be replaced by

an auxiliary tree. t and b are restrictions about the auxiliary tree that
must be adjoined at tbis node. Note that if the node d a a not have O A

structures in the literature.
We can define a partial ordering,

the auxiliary tree is in the spirit of TAG'a because of the O A constraints
in TAG's. A node with OA coastraints. cannot be viewed as a single

g,on a ~t of feature structures

using the notion af subsumption (carries less informatron or is more genemf). Unification of two feature structures (if it is defined) corresponds

to the feature structure that has all the information contained in the
original two feature structures and nothing more. We will not deacribe

uxlstraint then we should expect t and b to be compatible. For example,
in the find sententid tree, this node will be viewed as a single entity.
Thus, in generd, with every internal node, q , (i.e., where adjunction
could take place), we lusociate two structures, t, and b,. With each
terminal node, we would associate only one structure4.

feature structures any further (see [Shieber 1985aI for more detaib on f t b
ture structurea and an introduction to the unification based approach to
grammars).

2

Feature Structure Based Tree Adjoining
Grammars (FTAG)

The linguistic theory underlying TAG'a is centered around the factorization of recursion and bcdization of dependencies into the elementary
trees. The 'dependent" i t e m usually belong to the ssm elementary
tree2. n m , for example, the predicate and its arguments will he in the
same tree, as will the filler and the gap. Our main goal in embedding
TAG's in an unifications1 framework ia t o capture this loealiaatian of d t
pendencies. Therefore, we would like to ssmciate feature stmcturra with
the elementary trees (rather than break these trees into a CFGlike rule
based system, and then use mme mechanism t o ensure only the treea
produced by the TAG itself are generated5). In t h e feature structures
'It is -ti-
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F i y r e 4: Feature structurea and sdjunction
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